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Abstract: This paper presents an approach to integrate concepts realizing multiple classification and dynamic reclassification into the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) in order to overcome the restricted number of modeling concepts of EMF and the strong class-object-relationship of Java. Hereby, the impact of integrating knowledge modeling approaches – as realized with Protégé – into EMF without extending Java itself is examined. Consequently, objects are configurable during the system development life-cycle by retyping. In combination with reasoning functionality – as known from knowledge management frameworks – several pieces of knowledge can be inferred and checked automatically as illustrated by examples from aerospace industry. As a result, inconsistencies can be revealed much easier leading to considerably less potential for failures and a drastically reduction of follow-on costs. Significant improvements in areas like: object classification, knowledge derivation, and guided system development, are highlighted in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many engineering domains, like mechanical, electrical, optical, thermal, and software engineering, are involved in nowadays systems engineering processes dealing with a considerably large amount of data and a multitude of data exchanges shaping a big data environment. Proceeding with model-driven systems engineering requires a mapping of semantic concepts close to those of the application domain, because semantics are strongly influenced by the used tools rather than the data itself. Therefore, the involved tools have to provide means to allow a computational and human interpretation to form data into knowledge enabling powerful model-based systems engineering. Due to this, each domain uses specialized Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) tools coming from different vendors. Consequently, each engineering domain has to handle different technologies, paradigms, file-formats, and semantics. This complicates a domain-spanning collaboration. The outputs of these COTS tools as well as input documents are stored in domain-specific engineering databases. They are designed with respect to the requirements of the COTS tools of a certain domain. Nonetheless, they reflect only a specific section of the whole system engineering life-cycle with limited collaboration facilities which is a central aspect of nowadays systems engineering.

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) (Friedenthal et al., 2007) is an upcoming topic in all systems engineering areas. A central aspect of MBSE is the usage of digital models during the whole system development life-cycle. For the purpose of providing a holistic system model as needed for discipline-spanning MBSE, a suitable data structure has to be kept by a software model to represent all needed facets, like system abstraction levels, domain-specific engineering data, discipline-specific analysis, related reports, and project-specific tailoring of data structures.

1.1 Necessity of Approach

For the European spacecraft engineering community the emerging European standard ECSS-E-TM-10-23 is under development (ECSS-E-TM-10-23A, 2011). It facilitates consistent cross-discipline management
of data by specifying a Conceptual Data Model (CDM) reflecting fundamental concepts of spacecraft system design. An implementation of a System Reference Database (SRDB) based on this emerging standard is already in use in parts of the space industry (Eisenmann et al., 2015). The CDM is realized using the Unified Modeling Language (UML)(UML, 2015) and is transformed into a technology-specific Ecore data model to enable code-generation based on the state-of-the-art Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)(Steinberg et al., 2008). The generated code forms the core of the resulting SRDB and is extended by data management functions which in turn are also developed in a model-driven way.

On the one hand, the aforementioned implementation of ECSS-E-TM-10-23 offers all advantages of model-driven software development during development time of SRDB implementation as well as a rather strong relation between CDM’s modeling elements and their corresponding data items of the implementation. On the other hand, the major struggling point is the weak semantics of EMF’s metamodel, caused by missing modeling concepts, like aggregations, and association classes. Additionally, constraints can only be included into EMF while extending Ecore by the Object Constraint Language (OCL) (OCL, 2012). Nonetheless, this is essential to specify inter-association dependencies being used for system data analysis, like specifying that each satellite must have a specific number of orbit control thrusters with a certain propulsion depending on its total mass. Moreover, these constraints will be tailored on each spacecraft development project to cover mission specifics, for instance a satellite has two solar arrays as default but for sun exploration missions one solar array might be sufficient. Furthermore, an SRDB implementation has to deal with multiple-typed objects to realize that a system element is of a certain equipment type which implies that corresponding domain-specific data is correlated to it and analysis data has to be woven into this system element. For example, a system element can represent a battery which implies that mechanical and electrical engineering data has to be provided and this system element is maintained by a configuration control system to track which data version is correlated with each other. Additionally, these multiple typed objects will evolve over time by adding or removing parts of it.

The aforementioned needs of a MBSE supporting framework are not specific to an ECSS-E-TM-10-23 implementation nor the space industry - instead all developers of model-based applications dealing with multiple typed objects, constraining, and tailoring approaches are faced with these problems. Research on using ontologies to specify a CDM covering all the aforementioned facets is already conducted by (Hennig et al., 2015), (Hennig et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the authors do not provide means to implement the introduced concepts.

This paper presents an approach to overcome the aforementioned set of shortcomings based on the Object Management Group standard “MOF Support for Semantic Structures” (SMOF) (SMOF, 2013), in the following referred to as SMOF-standard. The following two main contributions are elaborated in detail:

- Extension of EMF by the concepts of the SMOF standard
- Elaboration of integrating reasoning into the EMF environment

The following Section 2 focuses on the weak points of actually used approaches to realize a domain-spanning system data repository. Thereby, the needs of introducing more semantic concepts are pointed out. In Section 3 the integration of semantic concepts into the Eclipse modeling Framework is described in detail and the benefits of the approach presented in this paper are evaluated by a case study outlined in Section 4. Finally, this paper concludes in Section 5.

## 2 MBSE IN EUROPEAN SPACECRAFT ENGINEERING

An SRDB implementing the ECSS-E-TM-10-23 CDM has to deal with multiple architectural and technical implications. It prevents redundancy through direct usage of data provided by other domains instead of working with data from a domain-specific storage. It is the foundation for consistent data management regarding both the consistency within a dataset from a single domain as well as domain-spanning consistency due to having a single data source to execute domain-spanning tasks, like simulations, and system validations.

### 2.1 Identified Weak Points of the CDM Implementation

Implementing the concepts of the ECSS-E-TM-10-23 CDM leads to multiple design decisions concerning the used technology-specific data model. This in turn influences the resulting SRDB implementation.

An explicit part of the emerging standard ECSS-E-TM-10-23 is the decomposition of a system element into other system elements, different kinds of
related entities, owned values, as well as its representation of an equipment type related with discipline-specific engineering data. In addition, the equipment types have to be own objects which shall be reused in further projects whereby the system elements are project-specific. This enforces some kind of multiple-type object to reflect the different facets of a system element and fulfill ECSS-E-TM-10-23 conformity in all details. Feasibility of implementing these concepts is enforced by enhancing a CDM by needed items. This will be called implicit knowledge.

Another category of type change during spacecraft evolution is introduced by adding data management functions’ data to system data. Taken the use case that after creating a system element it shall be added to a configuration control system, the system element type has to be enhanced. It has to become a configuration item to store all information needed for configuration control, like revision number, commit message, and some more. Additionally, the meta-model for function-specific data has to be aligned with the CDM which implies that the function meta-model has to be conform to the used technology-specific data model. Consequently, function-specific aspects are woven into the technology-specific data model or even in a CDM to ease up function integration.

During development of a spacecraft the evolution of system data may lead to an update of a system element, where its type is adjusted. This is for instance the case when a battery of a spacecraft is represented by a single system element in an early version of the system data. During system data evolution it will make sense at a certain point to break down the battery into multiple system elements to properly represent the individual parts of it, such as energy storage, controller, and structure. This change leads to a type change of the system element representing the overall battery from equipment to subsystem which influences the handling of this system element by overall system data analysis, like system-wide data consistency checking.

Project-specific tailoring is a central functionality in SRDB implementations to enable inter-project reuse of knowledge and engineering data. Therefore, some parts of a CDM have to be adjusted to reflect project specifics. This enforces some kind of data container being configured in SRDB itself to handle domain-specific system element properties, like weights, sizes, temperatures, voltages, and so on. Data analysis of these dynamic data containers is challenging especially regarding overall system constraints, like total spacecraft mass constraints. Besides, a manually adjustment of SRDB is applied to face with project-specific data importer and exporter, because it is currently not feasible to handle them otherwise.

2.2 Related Work on ECSS-E-TM-10-23 Implementations

The ECSS-E-TM-10-23 CDM has been implemented in multiple projects, like Virtual Spacecraft Design (VSD, 2012), Functional System Simulation in Support of MBSE (Fischer et al., 2014), European Ground Systems Common Core (Pecchioli et al., 2012), and RangeDB (Eisenmann et al., 2015), an Airbus DS in-house development project which significantly improved this CDM by evolution and refinement of several areas.

Nevertheless, the concepts specified by ECSS-E-TM-10-23 have not been realized in its entirety by any of its implementations, especially due to missing multiple classification concepts in state-of-the-art software development frameworks and its ramifications. Even the usage of interfaces is not sufficient to realize multiple instantiation, because dynamic addition and removing of types cannot be realized as all instances already implement all possible types. Thus it is not possible to filter objects by type using interfaces. Additionally, project-specific tailoring requires handling of types being created during runtime.

In contrast, knowledge representation languages, like the Web Ontology Language (OWL)(Hitzler et al., 2012), explicitly support multiple classification and other knowledge management concepts. Available frameworks for these languages, like Protégé, do not provide data management functions as needed for MBSE.

2.3 Drawbacks of State-of-the-art Frameworks

**EMF:** provides a powerful tool chain from model definition, through application generation, to instance model support. Furthermore, a great number of plugins has been developed to add further functionality to EMF. As a result, EMF became the de facto-standard for model-driven software development in many companies¹. However, Ecore – EMF’s meta-model – is not sufficient to fulfill the needs of a data model as required by an implementation of an ECSS-E-TM-10-23 compliant CDM. The main reason is the absence of semantically strong modeling constructs which have been left out intentionally to keep the complexity of EMF manageable (Merks, 2010).

¹http://www.eclipse.org/org
Protégé: is a state-of-the-art knowledge management framework (Gennari et al., 2003). It is based on the OWL meta-model. Protégé provides functions to model ontologies as well as it is shipped with integrated reasoners to derive knowledge about instance models based on user-defined rules. All in all, Protégé provides excellent means to model ECSS-E-TM-10-23 conform CDMs, due to its semantically strong knowledge modeling and knowledge derivation approaches.

Nonetheless, there are only limited possibilities to generate code from modeled ontologies. Protégé and other known knowledge management frameworks are designed for model development and do not explicitly support software development – especially for an SRDB implementation. This is an essential drawback.

2.4 Related Approaches to Realize SMOF Concepts

A similar realization of the multiple classification approach than described in the SMOF standard is realized by an Eclipse Java compiler extension provided by the ObjectTeams group (Herrmann, 2007), (Herrmann et al., 2007). They extend Java classes to define certain so called Roles which can be played by instances of a class. Using this approach an object can play multiple roles and an object’s behavior depends on the roles it plays. Furthermore, adding and removing a role will not change an object’s identity. In addition, the operations defined by a role can be applied as known.

All in all, this reflects the multiple classification concept as specified by the SMOF standard. Nevertheless, the ObjectTeams approach is geared to the ObjectTeams Java compiler for Eclipse which is not updated as often as the Eclipse built-in compiler and a dynamic reclassification is limited on the number of roles defined during design time of engineering framework and cannot be changed afterwards.

Martin Fowler presents several design patterns on how to realize different variants of multiple classification by discussing their individual benefits and drawbacks (Fowler, 1997) on a conceptual level. Nonetheless, implementations of the presented patterns have to deal with programming language specific concerns, like multiple inheritance, which is not supported in Java but in other languages, like C++, and is a key feature to realize SMOF’s multiple classification.

3 SEMANTIC EMF

Semantic EMF synergistically combines knowledge modeling concepts and the SMOF concepts in conjunction with EMF to enable a semantically stronger modeling of data structures appropriately reflecting constructs of the real world.

3.1 SMOF Concepts

The SMOF standard defines two major concepts – multiple classification and dynamic reclassification – reflecting the semantic extension of the MOF standard.

Multiple Classification: as specified by the SMOF standard defines an object’s type as the union of structural and behavioral features defined by all of its independent meta-classes – which can be more than one.

Dynamic Reclassification: is specified by the SMOF standard as an ability to modify an object’s type by adding or removing meta-classes without changing the object’s identity.

3.2 Impact on CDM Implementations

In Figure 1 an excerpt of the ECSS-E-TM-10-23 CDM is illustrated. It focuses on the central concept of this emerging standard, namely the composition of a System element of related system engineering data. Thereby, the correlation between the different System Element sub-types plays an important role. An Element Definition represents a class of elements being used in a spacecraft, like an solar array, and an Element Configuration represents a concrete instance of an element definition type, like left solar array, right solar array, and so on. This relation is represented by the type relation. As a result, all data related to an Element Definition is also valid in the scope of all Element Configurations having this Element Definition as type until they override it. In the example given in Figure 1 the Battery instance of Element Definition is the type for the two instances of Element Configuration. Consequently, the two Element Configuration instances have to be a Battery Equipment Type which in turn results in having mechanical and electrical engineering properties for each of them. Using reasoning functionality as available in Protégé this might be derived from the relations between Equipment Types and Property Containers.

Additionally, data necessary to perform systems engineering, like configuration control information,
related documents, related simulation data, domain-specific data representations, and many more is attached in form of Function Meta Data.

The excerpt of the ECSS-E-TM-10-23 CDM shown in Figure 1 cannot be implemented using EMF without changes to emulate the needed multiple classification behavior. Current implementations of this CDM introduce additional relations and special functions to represent the expected behavior as illustrated in Figure 2. In this case the engineering data instances are explicitly available as own instances and contained by the corresponding System Elements. The Equipment Types are implicitly available by the name of a System Element and the relations between System Elements and domain data are realized by adding proper dynamic Property Container instances to corresponding System Elements.

The Function Meta Data instances have been intentionally left out in this figure, but they are handled like Property Containers. The functional dependency
between an Element Definition and an Element Configuration is handled by internal functions. Nevertheless, it is not ensured that an Element Configuration instance has the same engineering data types as the corresponding Element Definition. The introduction of such implicit semantics in nowadays implementations leads to different interpretations of data by engineers. Thus, it is an essential drawback.

### 3.2.1 Multiple Classification Impacts

Multiple classification is needed to realize a System Element as introduced by ECSS-E-TM-10-23 and highlighted in Figure 1. In this case the Battery is an instance of Element Definition, Configuration Item, Battery Equipment Type, as well as of the inferred Property Container – Mechanical Engineering Data and Electrical Engineering Data. It properly reflects the relations as specified by ECSS-E-TM-10-23 without introducing implicit knowledge by the implementation.

A further advantage of the usage of multiple classification in this scenario is the reduced maintenance effort due to CDM changes resulting only in changed types, although in current implementations the introduced technical adjustments of the CDM have to be maintained. Moreover, maintenance of engineering frameworks will be significantly reduced due to separation of core concept data and function specific data, because the usage of multiple classification would enable a fine-grained providing of function meta-data without adjustment of the System Element class or any of its sub-classes. For example, the introduction of a new Function Meta Data type can be performed without touching the System Element class and on instance level by putting it into the types list of an existing System Element instance. This allows detailed tracking for dependencies of system engineering functions and is a basement for a flexible systems engineering framework architecture.

Additionally, multiple classification allows engineers to filter system elements according to their equipment type or the domains they provide data for. The implementation of such filter functions is significantly less complex, because objects need to be filtered only according to their type, whereas in nowadays implementations the relations introduced only for the implementation need to be evaluated.

### 3.2.2 Dynamic Reclassification Impacts

Dynamically adding and removing object types during an object’s life-cycle comes up with several use cases in scope of realizing the vision of ECSS-E-TM-10-23. One of the major benefits is the evolution of an object by adding further types. Regarding the example CDM given in Figure 1 this can be used to build up a System Element by adding its Equipment Type and afterwards adding the Property Container. Additionally, the object can be enhanced by Function Meta Data types. This step-by-step evolution of an object – where an existing object is enhanced by additional data and behavior – enables step-wise forming of an object without the need to provide classes for all allowed combinations.

Project-specific tailoring is achieved in current implementations by introducing configurable property containers which can be configured by project managers during runtime of SRDB, like Property Container in the example illustrated in Figure 1. Afterwards, systems engineers instantiate these configured Property Containers to store their actual data values. With the help of dynamic reclassification the current project-specific tailoring approach can be enhanced by handling the aforementioned Property Containers like all other classes. This means that adding a Property Container to a certain System Element will no longer be realized by a certain relation. Instead, a Property Container will be handled like a new type of a System Element instance and is simply added to the already available set of types.

As a result, only simple type checks are needed to figure out whether a certain Property Container is applied to a System Element or not, whereas in current implementations all property container instances of a system element must be analyzed to check whether the searched one is present or not.

Although dynamic reclassification simplifies system engineering tasks and MBSE framework development, it enforces an additional constraining mechanism to prevent system engineers from using certain object type combinations that make no sense from overall system point of view, such as disjoint types, like actor and sensor.

### 3.3 Semantic EMF for MBSE

In Figure 3 an EMF-based implementation for multiple classification is introduced. Thereby, an SObject reflects its types by a Type Registry that contains all mappings from a class type to the corresponding instances. In the given example the SObject instance Battery is build up by the five different types being connected to the contained Type Registry. Additionally, each SObject provides the following functions:

- getting all classes registered in type registry
- check whether this element is an instance of a given type
- add a new type
• remove an existing type
• provide access to covered instances of registered types
• check whether a given type can be assigned to the SObject instance or not based on available set of rules

The handling of Property Containers differs from other types, because they are configurable during runtime by adding further project-specific properties or adjustment of existing ones which is part of ongoing research.

3.4 New Functions by Semantic EMF

The semantic concepts illuminated in Section 3.1 are the foundation to integrate reasoning – a central knowledge management functionality – into an SRDB. A reasoner can be used to evaluate model validity by checking logical model coherence and user-defined rules. In addition, new information can be derived from existing data using a reasoner’s data inference functionality.

A less obvious scenario for knowledge derivation than given in Figure 1 is the following: A Sensor is defined as Magnetic Instrument and the CDM contains a rule that each spacecraft containing a Magnetic Instrument is a Magnetic Critical Spacecraft. This relation can be inferred by the reasoner. Furthermore, there is a rule that each Battery being part of a Magnetic Critical Spacecraft must be of type Magnetic Critical Battery. The needed instance-of relation can be inferred by a reasoner, too. A wide range of such rules is already available and leads to less error-prone and more consistent system models.

### Table 1: Number of selected data types in the satellite project used for evaluation of semantic concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Objects</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Element Definition</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element Configuration</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Types</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Configuration Classes</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Configuration Instances</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CASE STUDY

This section illustrates the impact of semantic concepts as proposed in Section 3 on a spacecraft design project being at the end of Phase B of European Space Agency’s mission lifetime cycle which reflects the preliminary design definition phase (ECSS-E-ST-10C, 2009).

### Evaluation Project Setup.

The virtual spacecraft design project data presented in this paper represents a realistic project in terms of used number of elements, involved domains, and overall complexity. ECSS-E-TM-10-23 defines four sub-types of system elements. In this paper only the Element Definition and the Element Configuration are of interest, because the other two types are only relevant for later phases of spacecraft design and will not introduce any further concepts or complexities.

The excerpt of the CDM defined by ECSS-E-TM-10-23 as shown in Figure 1 is taken as starting point to show how semantic concepts and data management functions from knowledge modeling frameworks are integrated to improve semantics and how they can
help to reduce system development costs.

The introduction of semantic concepts enables the employment of Equipment Types as self-contained model elements which can be reused by several system elements even in multiple projects whereby in the current implementation the Equipment Types are only represented by a System Element’s name (see Figure 2 Battery), because a System Element cannot extend multiple classes in Java. From a modeling point of view it is possible to inherit from multiple classes in EMF. Due to missing multiple inheritance in Java this results in duplicated implementation code and non-generated parts of classes cannot be used properly. Consequently, multiple inheritance is avoided in actual implementations of ECSS-E-TM-10-23 and technology-specific model adjustments have been realized as pointed out in Section 3.2. Introducing multiple classification in EMF opens the door to model and implement the Equipment Types as specified in ECSS-E-TM-10-23. As a result, a relation between Property Container and Equipment Types can be modeled to specify the expected domain data for an Equipment Type as illustrated in Figure 1. As soon as a System Element instance is related to an Equipment Type the corresponding Property Container types are automatically inferred by the reasoner and must not manually be managed by a systems engineer any longer. If multiple variants of a spacecraft are designed, this can be used to ensure the same behavior for all variants by reusing the Equipment Types and their relations to Property Container. In this scenario 280 relations can be reused by other projects.

Regarding the model in Figure 1 multiple classification is an enabler to realize project-specific tailoring of the CDM by dynamic object composition. In this case, all instances of dynamic configuration classes, like Property Container, and Equipment Types, can play a role as part of a System Element. In this scenario 1600 dynamic configuration instances can be used as concrete parts of System Elements forming their specific type set.

Based on the foundation given by multiple classification a reasoning functionality as known from knowledge modeling frameworks can be used to make implicit available knowledge explicit. As presented in Figure 1 a reasoner can derive which domain-data is needed for a system element representing a certain Equipment Type by evaluating the newly introduced relation between Equipment Type and Property Container. In the context of the evaluated spacecraft design project the reasoner derived 350 relations for Element Definitions, due to the fact that an Element Definition is related to Property Container of seven domains in a common project. On Element Configuration level the number of inferred relations is about 1050 based on 150 Element Configurations having overall domain data from seven domains.

Dynamic reclassification and multiple classification go hand in hand while working with system data. The system data illustrated in Figure 1 will be built up step by step still leading to a reclassification of a system element by adding the Equipment Type as additional type. Moreover, a System Element can be extended by Function Meta Data types as soon as data management functions are applied. In the given scenario many reclassifications take place. In general, each System Element is reclassified at least twice. First, by adding the Equipment Type and second, by adding the corresponding Property Container. Additionally, applying Function Meta Data, as shown in Figure 1, will result in further reclassifications.

All in all, these concepts are 100 percent backward compatible and can be incrementally applied in existing software solutions. In addition, they are totally compatible to Eclipse and EMF and follow the Java principles (Gosling, 2000).

5 CONCLUSION

The integration of semantic and knowledge modeling concepts into the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) leads to a flexible way of working with data during runtime. Especially, the Semantic Meta-Object Facility concepts – multiple classification and dynamic reclassification – fundamentally change the way of implementing conceptual models.

Thereby, the composition of objects during runtime provides the needed freedom for flexible spacecraft design supporting the whole engineering lifecycle. For data management support data flows can be easier traced between domain-specific commercial of the shelf tools and the system database. Additionally, new functions supporting data exploitation in terms of rule-based analysis and automatic type conclusions using reasoning functionality will significantly improve the engineering process. Moreover, domain-specific views can be defined for domain engineers based on the domain data types of a system element.

Following an explicit semantic handling, the absence of domain data as well as the additional non-expected availability of domain data will lead to inconsistencies of overall system data that can be reported to the user as soon as the reasoner is running.

The integration of an additional system element into a current system element tree may influence the
type of other system elements, such as a magnetometer being added to a satellite’s system element tree will transform the whole satellite into a magnetic critical spacecraft. Once defined, such rules can be reused in ongoing projects to optimize system data consistency checks and build the foundation for guided systems engineering through the whole system life-cycle significantly reducing data inconsistency potential. An overview on this is already given, but concrete implementations for guided systems engineering are part of further research.
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